MISSION

Samuel Merritt University educates students to become highly skilled and compassionate healthcare professionals who positively transform the experience of care in diverse communities.

VISION

Samuel Merritt University will become nationally recognized as a premier, health sciences institution. Expert faculty and staff will shape an inclusive learning environment where all students experience best teaching practices and state-of-the-art learning approaches. The University will select and support students who will flourish in its rigorous academic programs, learn to practice expertly, and pass licensure or certification examinations on first attempt.

VALUES

A learning environment where we challenge ourselves and our students to think critically, seek mastery, and act compassionately

A collegial environment where we are fair, respectful, and behave with integrity

A collaborative environment where we partner with one another and with others in the community

An innovative environment where we take reasoned risks and move nimbly

A results-oriented environment where we provide and expect exceptional performance and service
When Dr. Samuel Merritt first envisioned a hospital and nursing school, I doubt even he could have imagined the vast changes that would occur in health sciences education and healthcare delivery over the past 100 years. In 1909, the inaugural cohort of nursing students enrolled in the Samuel Merritt Hospital nursing program; three years later, 13 graduated as registered nurses. Last year, Samuel Merritt University (SMU) graduated 335 students with Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) degrees and 116 Master of Science in Nursing students making it the largest provider of nurses in California and one of the largest Schools of Nursing in the country.

While nursing is the heart of SMU, the other health science disciplines represented in our academic programs are core to our future. The Master of Occupational Therapy, Master Physician Assistant, Doctor of Podiatric Medicine, and Doctor of Physical Therapy programs have each made critical contributions to build capacity and promote SMU’s reputation for excellence. Perhaps more importantly, these programs will enable the University to achieve its vision to become a nationally recognized health sciences institution in the minds of students, policy makers, employers, donors, and the greater community.

Just as Dr. Samuel Merritt refined the delivery of care in the East Bay, the University continues to embody the same kind of transformation as part of its mission to educate students to become highly skilled and compassionate healthcare professionals who positively transform the experience of care in diverse communities. It is not “business as usual” at SMU. Instead, we are raising the bar by adopting the best teaching and learning practices to prepare our graduates to be leaders wherever their career might take them, be it at the bedside or as policy maker. Either way, it means better care for you and your family, and that is our primary motivation for growth and continuous improvement.

SMU is beginning a new century that is full of unknowns. I hope you will share this journey as, together, we experience history in the making. On behalf of the Board of Regents, I extend my heartfelt appreciation for your continued support of SMU and our students.

Cornelius L. Hopper, M.D.
One man’s vision creates a community and eventually a University bearing his name. The story of Dr. Samuel Merritt 1822–1890

**Adapted from a special edition of the Merritt Monogram, 1974.**


Samuel’s father died when the boy was just 13, and the loss may have propelled his ambition. Most 19th century New Englanders could read and write, but few attended college. At age 18, Samuel entered Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine where his brother-in-law, Dr. Garcelon, was a member of the faculty as well as an alumnus. Graduating as a medical doctor at the age of 22, Dr. Merritt began his practice in Plymouth, Massachusetts soon after.

It was during his three years in Plymouth where his thriving practice extended to neighboring towns that he met Daniel Webster, U.S. Senator, former Congressman, 14th and 19th U.S. Secretary of State and one of the great voices of American history. Dr. Merritt was the first surgeon in Plymouth to use ether for anesthesia. His success at this and his frequent house calls to a neighbor of Mr. Webster brought him to the attention of the senior statesman. Webster became a mentor to Dr. Merritt and the two became lifelong friends. In fact, it was Webster who encouraged the twenty-seven year old to venture to California, which was in the midst of the gold rush, spreading excitement throughout the country.

Dr. Merritt took the advice of Mr. Webster and invested in a merchant ship loaded with nails, food, and other supplies. He left New York on November 28, 1849, with a brig of 140 tons. He arrived in San Francisco Bay on May 5, 1850, one day after the great fire which left the city in ruins and the community in need of supplies; fortuitous for Dr. Merritt
and those in need. Soon after, Dr. Merritt opened his office as a physician and surgeon. He was a popular figure from the moment of his arrival in San Francisco. A man towering six feet three inches and weighing 240 pounds, he stood out in a crowd because of his appearance, dynamic personality and powerful voice.

Dr. Merritt was both enterprising and ambitious. While building his surgical practice, he purchased another ship, the G. W. Kendall, and commissioned a captain and crew to bring ice to San Francisco from Puget Sound. Dr. Merritt assumed that if water froze in Maine, it must freeze in Puget Sound, since both lay far to the north. He was wrong, but the trip proved lucrative nonetheless. The ship returned with timber and furs from Native Americans in trade for beads, powder and calico fabric. Dr. Merritt soon established headquarters in Puget Sound, the first warehouse, wharf and store built by Americans in the area, and the profitable venture was repeated many times. Voyages to other destinations followed as well. When Dr. Merritt sent the captain south to Australia to trade timber for coal, the man returned instead with a half-million Tahitian oranges, which Dr. Merritt sold for a profit.

Dr. Merritt's shipping profits, combined with local real estate investments, made him a wealthy man at the age of 30. It was then that he became interested in the settlement of Oakland across the bay which was home to a mere 100 residents. He purchased the land which began at 12th Street and ended at a slough, now known as Lake Merritt. His house, when completed, occupied the block surrounded by 14th, 15th, Jackson and Madison Streets.
When Dr. Merritt took up residence in Oakland, San Francisco already had its place in the world. Oakland boasted beautiful meadows, lush trees and temperate climate, a blank slate for the enterprising pioneer. On land he bought in the East Bay, he built wharves, warehouses, lumber yards, a hotel, commercial buildings, and more than 100 houses, most of which he designed himself. He and a few friends started the state’s first insurance company, Oakland’s first bank and the city’s public library. He donated the clock tower for City Hall. Whatever aspect of community life he could imagine, he was instrumental in influencing growth and improvement.

The founders of Mountain View Cemetery held their first meeting at his home and named him their first president. He contributed most of the money to dam and dredge Lake Merritt, the nation’s first official wildlife preserve. He was one of the original regents of the University of California and chaired its building committee.

As Oakland’s 13th mayor, Dr. Merritt started the city’s parks department and board of health. He also secured the western terminus of the railroads for this side of the Bay, secretly riding to Sacramento to seal the deal before anyone in San Francisco could find out. Dr. Merritt never married, nor did he have any children. Instead, he birthed a city that, today, is rich in diversity and home to 400,000 people.

During his days in Oakland, Dr. Merritt became close friends with Dr. Aurelius H. Agard. They would often talk about building a hospital to care for “those worthy and valuable citizens” not eligible for tax-supported services, their care to be available “free of all cost and expense” or on a “part-pay basis.” No doubt, they must have thought that a hospital would help make the city of Oakland complete.
The great visionary, community leader, and philanthropist never lived to see his next project come to fruition. He died on August 17, 1890, at the age of 68 from uremic poisoning, complicated by diabetes, and injuries sustained by a fall from his buggy. Dr. Merritt’s two million dollar estate was left in trust to his sister, Catharine, on the condition that she leave a certain portion of it to build a hospital, which would include a school of nursing. His sister was faithful to his ideals. Mrs. Garcelon died on December 29, 1891, deeding six-tenths of Dr. Merritt’s fortune to the trustees of the future Samuel Merritt Hospital. Construction began in 1905 and the hospital, along with the nursing school, opened its doors on January 26, 1909.

Dr. Merritt’s concept to build Samuel Merritt Hospital was another significant contribution in the growth of Oakland and the East Bay. Today, the women and men who carry on his legacy are following in Dr. Merritt’s footsteps. The growth of the University, particularly over the past 20 years, was very much modeled after Dr. Merritt’s ability to see far and think big. In that tradition, perhaps the best years of the University lie ahead in accomplishments and achievements yet unknown. As Samuel Merritt University, celebrates its Centennial year, we hope Dr. Merritt would be proud of the evolution of a hospital-based school of nursing to a health sciences institution, which is more than perhaps even he envisioned.
A conversation with President and CEO Sharon Diaz on her 36-year tenure

IN ADVANCE OF SAMUEL MERRITT UNIVERSITY’S CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION, PRESIDENT AND CEO, SHARON DIAZ, SAT DOWN TO TALK ABOUT HER 36-YEAR TENURE AND HOW THINGS HAVE CHANGED.

What is the significance of the Centennial?
Relative to, say, Harvard or Princeton, which have been in existence for 300 years, we are young, but we have upwards of 12,000 graduates, who have provided millions of hours of healthcare. That’s significant.

How has the school changed over the years?
We’ve grown and diversified, obviously, and we’re now affiliated with a major healthcare system, Sutter Health. We have more than 1,100 clinical partners who provide top-quality and varied clinical rotations.

Has the growth been gradual?
No, when I came in 1973, enrollment had been pretty steady for at least ten years. The residence hall housed 160 students, all women, and they had to live there unless they were married, so the school would admit a set number each fall, and lead them through a prescribed set of courses.

What hasn’t changed?
We still take a hands-on, personalized approach to teaching, and everything we do is about taking care of people, with skill and compassion. That holds true all the way back to the beginning.

How would you sum up the University today?
Every one of our programs is a caregiving clinical program. We have one of the highest rates of employment following graduation in the country. We prepare more nurses for state licensure than any other school in California, and probably most of the nation, which is quite an accomplishment. Our graduates are competent and highly sought after. That translates to healthcare for people across the state and nation and some distant posts overseas. The same is true in the other programs as well.

You’ve been here for a third of the University’s history.
Yes, I came as a faculty member. The only other one of us remaining is Dr. Audrey Berman who now is the Dean of the School of Nursing.
What happened to all the other nursing schools in the Bay Area?
Highland and Kaiser in the East Bay, St. Luke’s, St. Francis, Presbyterian in San Francisco, and O’Connor Hospital in San Jose all had their own schools. Most closed in the 1950s when the preparation of nurses transitioned from an apprenticeship model to one based in institutions of higher learning.

What changed?
A number of factors have influenced the education of health professionals. One is the speed of change in the science and technology of healthcare itself. Today you have to prepare students to think critically and to keep learning, because the day they graduate, probably 20 percent of what they learned may be significantly changed, or even out of date.

Second, the consolidation of hospitals and physician practices has reduced the number of clinical placements available. On “Pill Hill” in Oakland, we’ve gone from three hospitals to one, and patients who are in acute care hospitals are exceedingly sick. We’ve had to adapt the teaching to provide experiences that prepare graduates to work in this new environment.

Is SMU unique in surviving and thriving?
Well, we were the first school in the country to evolve from a hospital school to award the baccalaureate degree, and then, to go from a school to a university that has bachelor and graduate and extended programs. I don’t think any other school has managed that.

How did you do it?
When I started in ’73, we weren’t intimidated by the growing national trend to close diploma schools. We were determined to evolve. We looked at forming partnerships, went through ten years of slow-moving progress and ten or eleven accreditation reports. You had to be authorized by the state, and then approved. It never seemed to stop.

In 1984, we became the first school to become fully accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges without benefit of candidacy. We had a solid educational program, and we met all the governance and regional requirements. One of the reviewers was horrified at the notion of a hospital school becoming a college, but she was outvoted. There was a lot of prejudice about what we were doing, but we did it.

Was it a smooth transition?
No! In 1989, enrollment hit a new low and we lost a million dollars. The medical center was having financial problems too. We were facing extinction, so we said, “Time to do something different.” We had already become a baccalaureate program, and then started admitting transfer students and growing enrollment. Closure was unthinkable to me.
After all we’d accomplished, we were not going down without a fight.

**So what came next?**

First, we started offering much more flexibility to transfer students. Instead of going through a program lock step with a group, they could enter after completing science prerequisites elsewhere. We started admitting twice a year instead of the usual once a year. Next, we decided to add another discipline, Physical Therapy, and then a couple of graduate programs in Nursing, Family Nurse Practitioner and Nurse Anesthesia.

The first phase was additional disciplines. The second was growth in existing disciplines. Next came another discipline, Occupational Therapy.

After that came Physician Assistants (PA), using a medical model. Family Nurse Practitioners follow a more holistic nursing model, but to do both in a college, in a shared governance environment, we needed to work through a lot of changes.

By this time, we had exhausted the new disciplines we wished to offer. A merger seemed like the only real possibility for our next growth step—and to retain a balanced budget you have to grow, either through enrollment and price increases (tuition) or endowment.

**Why was the merger with the California College of Podiatric Medicine (CCPM) an important step?**

If they had closed, there would have been no school of podiatric medicine on the West Coast. They had had five presidents in four years, so they had been through a very turbulent time. They brought in an external person with business experience to lead the transition. They entered negotiations with us and another school, and within a couple months we were selected. The entire merger took seven months. It was another one of those challenging, stimulating, and very worthwhile things to do. For one thing, it allowed us to enrich our basic science curriculum substantially, with the notion of one day starting a school of pharmacy.
Is that next in terms of expanding academic programs?
Yes, there is a huge shortage of pharmacists. And we are methodically moving through the approval process. If all goes as planned, we will enroll our first class in 2011.

Will SMU ever add a medical school?
We have been approached to, but as of now, we don’t have the research capacity. Our faculty has a healthy involvement in research, but not what a medical school would have, and we don’t want to be a second-tier school. Would I be surprised if someday that becomes a reality? No, but probably not in my tenure.

Has SMU achieved a national reputation?
It varies by program. Clearly we’re known nationally in podiatric medicine. Nurse Anesthesia draws students from around the West and to some degree nationally. The Physician Assistants program is known regionally. For Occupational and Physical Therapy, we attract students from the western states.

In nursing education, the market is typically local. Students are attracted to our campuses in San Francisco, San Mateo, and Sacramento, but they are still largely from California and a little beyond. Graduate nursing reaches beyond the region. When my son broke his femur at Lake Tahoe, I met four graduates at Tahoe Forest Hospital. That was gratifying.

Linda Henderson Chapman, DNSc, RN, wasn't at all surprised to learn that Samuel Merritt College was becoming Samuel Merritt University. She knows the school is always changing.

“A lot of the early leaders had that vision,” Linda says. “This is an institution that wants to grow, not be stagnant.”

A 1970 graduate of Samuel Merritt Hospital School of Nursing and a member of the nursing faculty for 30 years, Linda remembers when mini-skirts replaced pinafores on students and when wash-and-wear pantsuits came along. She remembers when all faculty and staff offices could fit on the first floor of Bechtel Hall. She even remembers when students had to remain single and live on campus. But, what she remembers most is the positive thinking that always prevailed, through every decade.

“It was contagious,” she says. “When I first joined the faculty, we were almost all young risk takers. We didn’t even think of the potential of a flop. The highlight of the 1970s was the big move to the baccalaureate program. There was a lot of work on curricular design; it wasn’t just about adding a few courses. Once that was in place for nursing, it was, ‘OK, now let’s begin to introduce other health professions.’ Samuel Merritt just seemed to attract people who had that kind of energy.”

In 2004, Linda moved to Tucson, where she serves on the faculty of the University of Arizona College of Nursing and coordinates the accelerated second degree program. She is also co-authoring (with Dr. Roberta Durham, Professor Alumnus) a new maternity textbook that will be published late in 2009 by F. A. Davis Company.

“When I was visiting the Samuel Merritt campus in December, I could tell that things haven't changed... I’m not the visionary, but I can see the school continuing to grow, continuing to play a significant role in California healthcare — and still being here in another 100 years.”
What is the biggest development you’ve seen in health education?
Oh, simulation, absolutely—it’s staggering: the power of having people watch you perform and then analyzing your performance with your peers. When I graduated 40 years ago, there were things you simply could not learn to do until you were out in the field. Often, you graduated without ever having truly performed in a real emergency. The tradition of hands-on clinical exposure and experience for which SMU has been known continues to this day, enriched by new technology.

What does SMU’s diversification beyond nursing say about healthcare itself?
To some degree, it reflects the specialization in the health professions overall, which is largely a result of the growth in knowledge. It’s no longer possible for one person to develop all the necessary expertise.

Across 30-plus years, Professor Emeritus Abby Heydman, PhD, RN, held a succession of administrative positions at Samuel Merritt University that put her in the director’s chair for what she calls “the three quantum leaps:”
- SMU’s transformation from a hospital nursing school to a college;
- the curriculum’s diversification into other health sciences;
- the introduction of doctoral programs, including the California School of Podiatry.

Together, these transitions have brought SMU to the verge of national stature.

“Each move took us to another level,” Abby says. “Along the way, we have improved our capacity for scholarship and attracted students from a wider geographic range.”

She credits the gradual professionalization and regulation of nursing in the mid 20th century with SMU’s transition to an academic institution. She credits the dangers of having “all eggs in one basket (nursing)” as the driving force behind the addition of other disciplines. And, she sees the evolution of the disciplines themselves as requiring doctoral preparation.

“We started the Physical Therapy Program in 1989 as a master’s degree, but that profession began moving quickly in the 90s, so we went to a doctoral degree. Originally, we weren’t thinking of a university. That came later as the professions moved to higher levels of education.”

Whatever the next leap, Abby believes it will depend on philanthropy.

“The cost of this kind of education is getting so high that tuition alone can no longer sustain it,” she says. “It’s already beyond the reach of many students. Moving forward we will be turning more and more to people who want to make a difference.”
for every role in healthcare. When I started to practice in the late 60s, there weren’t any nurse practitioners or physician assistants. There were some respiratory therapists and maybe some early physical therapists, but over time, all of those disciplines have grown. It’s a challenge for the industry, but the expertise improves the quality of care. Now does it mean more overhead? Absolutely, but if I have a health problem, I want my care and rehabilitation coordinated by an expert. It’s a trend I think will continue.

How has healthcare itself changed since you were in practice?
The technology, of course, but also there are many more safeguards now, for example, in the way medications are dispensed. When I started, you read the doctor’s order and went into the next room and picked out the drug yourself. There were rules, but still the possibility of human error was much greater. Today, more commonly, the exact dose labeled with the clients’ name is delivered to the nursing unit.

What keeps you here and what keeps you going?
The learning—my own learning. There’s always something new. Also, the feeling that what we do is important.

How would you describe your management style?
Rarely does anyone see me riled. It’s my job to stimulate others to do their best. I believe it’s essential that people feel okay to say, ‘I made a mistake’ or ‘I don’t know’.

Any predictions for the next 100 years?
I believe we’ll see more simulation scenarios. They are expensive to develop and run, but the results are phenomenal and once a scenario is ready, it’s efficient and cost-effective.

What do you hope for your own legacy?
I guess it would be having the vision, the determination, and the help to put the University “on the map” and keep it there. The number of diploma schools that have closed—to go from that to developing a national reputation and financial strength, it’s been a great ride.
Beginning in 2008, accounting rules required that gains and losses on investments be included in the Statement of Activities. Because of SMU’s strong liquidity status, the University is not dependent on investment income to pay for annual expenses.
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS

This report reflects gifts to Samuel Merritt University received between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2008
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Dr. Mark G. Drusin ’78
Dr. S. Frank Ducato ’57
Dr. Duane U. Dyer ’54
Dr. John E. Ebaugh ’01
Dr. Michael L. Evans ’84
Dr. Loreen M. Flaherty ’82
Dr. Lois R. Fleming ’89
Dr. Robert D. Franz ’40
Dr. Daniel C. Fulmer ’76
Dr. Tobin C. Gallawa ’93
Dr. Colin R. George ’72
Dr. William G. Gerlach ’70
Dr. Douglas T. Gillis ’86
Dr. Albert I. Ginsburg ’70
Dr. John Giurini ’83
Mr. C. Keith Greer
Dr. Douglas Griffin ’98
Dr. Kim A. Halladay ’81
Dr. Darryl Haycock ’95
Dr. Kenneth L. Hilliard ’78
Dr. Edwin Hobgood ’65
Dr. Anthony Hoffman ’95
Dr. William E. Hopkins ’84
Dr. Larry M. Ivanich ’83

L to R: Teresa Picchi, RN, MSN ’96, Dr. Arthur Klatsky, 2008 Picchi Lecture Keynote Speaker.
Kathryne Henderson, Assistant Director, Administrative Support Unit and Student Housing, and John Garten-Shuman, Vice President of Enrollment and Student Services.

LaTorri Johnson, Campus Service Center Assistant (L), and Gerri Adams, Facilities Coordinator and winner of the 2008 Strommen Dillashaw Award which honors exemplary employees.

Marie Ma, Associate Registrar (R), and her husband, Raymond Yan, enjoy the “Day at the Ballpark” at the McAfee Coliseum.

Dr. Brad Katzman ’81
Dr. Brian Keller ’97
Dr. Neil Kelley ’78
Dr. Colleen Kenney ’85
Dr. Kevin A. Kirby ’83
KLM Laboratories
Dr. Clark J. Klostermann ’76
Dr. Timothy S. Kneebone ’93
Dr. James L. Knudson ’77
Dr. Kirk A. Koepsel ’83
Dr. Richard T. Koenigsberg ’73
Marti Kohen
Dr. Michele Kraft ’87
Dr. Scarlett M. Kroencke ’91
Dr. Larry R. Kroepel ’68
Dr. Frederick Kruger ’81
Dr. Paul R. Kruper ’76
Dr. Donald I. Kuzyk
Dr. Chun-Sun Lai ’76
Dr. Robert C. Lai ’78
Dr. Thuy-Tran Lam ’94
Dr. William C. Landrey ’71
Dr. Frederick W. Lang ’85

Dr. L. Craig Larsen ’68
Dr. Stephen E. Latter ’91
Dr. Edward Law
Dr. Bruce R. Lawrence
Dr. Robert G. Lawson ’89
Dr. Steven H. Le Baron ’70
Dr. Michael K. Lee ’72
Dr. Robert K. Lee ’99
Dr. Ralph L. Lerman ’89
Dr. Bruce H. Letvin ’81
Dr. Curtis D. Leviant ’83
Dr. Leslie Levy ’79
Dr. Eddie P. Lo ’97
Dr. Herbert K. Lo ’75

Dr. Sandra Loving ’99
Dr. C. Philip Lozano ’68
Dr. Robert A. Lucas ’84
Dr. Carmen S. Luciano ’75
Dr. Dennis J. Lyons ’78
Dr. Lawrence S. MacTavish ’74
Dr. Jim Malone ’78
Dr. Vijay Mandayam
Dr. Ronald R. Marmolejo ’82
Dr. Kenneth J. Martin ’75
Dr. William H. Mason ’76
Dr. Behnam Massaband ’94
Dr. David S. Mazza ’79
Dr. Carolyn E. McAlloon ’97
Dr. Gary S. McCarter ’80
Dr. James F. McDonald ’89
Dr. Brian A. McDowell ’69
Dr. Burr B. Meckehan ’67
Dr. Starlette McLean ’91
Dr. Stephen J. Medawar ’80
Dr. Ottoniel A. Mejia ’05
Dr. Aaron Meltzer ’72
Dr. George Merritt ’79
Dr. Joan M. Meyer
Dr. Ronald H. Michael ’63
Dr. Ted F. Mihok ’76
Dr. Dawn S. Miles ’95
Dr. Mark Miller ’84
Dr. Ronald Miller ’68
Dr. S. Rick Miller ’76
Dr. Marc G. Mittleman ’80
Dr. Anoosh Moadab ’01
Dr. John E. Morehead ’75
Dr. Jack Morgan ’73
Dr. David W. Morse ’74
Dr. Richard C. Mott ’75
Dr. David D. Mullens ’70
Dr. R. Dan Murphy ’77

Dr. Dean T. Nakadate ’96
Dr. Brad Naylor ’85
Dr. Eric W. Nelson ’79
Dr. Larry M. Nelson ’91
Dr. Lloyd I. Nesbitt ’75
Dr. Henny T. Nguyen ’96
Annie L. Nguyen
Lisa Nhan
Dr. Terrence M. Nordstrom
Dr. Glen Ocker
Dr. Yoshihisa Ogino ’96
Dr. Vicki L. Ohman-Avila
Dr. Ron Olsen ’90
Dr. Bruce Olson ’65
Dr. Brian F. O’Neill ’82
Dr. William C. O’Reilly ’78
Organogenesis, Inc.
Liza Osoteo

Osteomed L.P.
Dr. John W. Pagliano ’66
Dr. William D. Pagliano ’72
Dr. Jerry W. Patterson ’72
Roman Paulus
Dr. Richard Peffley ’73
Keith E. Penera
Dr. A. Benjamin Pessah ’76
Dr. Kent L. Peterson ’84
Pfizer
Dr. Richard Pistone ’69
Rachel Plant
Dr. Anthony Poggio ’84
Dr. Nancy Pourkaram ’96
Dr. Naleen Prasad ’04
Precision Intracast, Inc.
ProLab Orthotics, Inc.
Dr. Joseph M. Quezada ’74
Scott and Sharalyn Ramm
Dr. James W. Ratcliffe ’91
SMU students braved 104 degree temperatures to compete in a friendly softball tournament.

DIRECT STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS

California School of Podiatric Medicine Alumni & Associates

Mr. & Mrs. Pradip Choksi

Dr. Sharon C. Diaz

Thornton D. & Elizabeth S. Hooper Foundation

The Podiatric Medical Education Advisory Committee (PMEAC)

The Rockridge Woman’s Club

ECKER FAMILY ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Dr. Sharon C. Diaz

EMLOYEE CAMPAIGN SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Che Abram

Geraldine Adams

Kira L. Allen

Amy H. Anderson

Kevin Archibald

Dr. Penny Bamford

Joan Bard

Laura Bergang

Carletta Blackledge

Roberta L. Block

Josh Campbell

Gena Caya

Dr. Cecily D. Cosby

Nandini Dasgupta

Victoria C. Zigmont Davis

Dr. Craig M. Elliott, II

Jill M. Emerson

Dr. Scot D. Foster

Mike Frye

Adelina Gage-Kelly

Greg Gingras

Jeanette Grant

Mary Grefal

Steve & Peggy Griffith

Teresa Gwin

Mary Hall

In honor of LaTorri T. Johnson

Marjorie Hammer

Pam Harrison

Dr. Kate Hayner

Karrie Henry-Cherry

Mary Hoang

LaTorri T. Johnson

Dr. Patricia Kuster

Ann-Marie Larroque

Elaine M. Lemay

Jon Lenz

Dr. Mileva Saulo Lewis

Yurismary Llerena

Lillian Lugo-Harvin

Karen Lyon

Marie Ma

Dr. Richard MacIntyre

Regina E. Marchione, JD

In memory of Thomas J. Marchione

Lily Marquez

Kathleen McWilliams

Andrea Medakovic

Ronda Nash

Dr. Terrence M. Nordstrom

Liza Osoteo

Lauri Paolineti

Janessa Reinblatt

Mark K. Reynolds

Dr. Bruce Richardson

Mary E. Robinson

Dr. Monica Rosenthal

Chris & Carla Ross

Elena Sanchez

Dr. Robert K. Sandberg

Dr. Ariene A. Sargent

Anne Scher

Elizabeth Valente-Pigato

Dr. John Venson

Marcus Walton

Dr. Bennett G. Zier

DAVID M. & OOLAH B. EVANS PHYSICAL THERAPY SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Linnette A. Clark

John E. & Ruth E. Cox

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Dr. Sharon C. Diaz

Robert J. & Mary J. Fiege

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Sharon L. Gorman

Carla J. Griffith

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Mr. & Mrs. David T. Hayes

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Lt. Frank J. & Dr. Abby M. Heydman

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Issa Family Foundation

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Eloise Arden Jewell

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Sally, Greg and Lauren Keene

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Albert and Luella Lederer

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Barbara A. Melzer

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Vernon C. Noble

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Ruth Moeller

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Dr. Terrence M. Nordstrom

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Barbara Piepho

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Mary E. Robinson

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Chris & Carla Ross

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

In honor of Dr. Patricia Rae Evans’ Retirement

Cathy Roy

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Mary Jean & Urban Q. Spediacci

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Summerset Kare Bears

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Susan A. Sylvester

In memory of Oolah B. Evans

Kimya Williams

EUGENE A. & VIRGINIA FALASCHI ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Suzanne August-Schwartz
Jacqueline C. Bradley ’88 ’94 ’95
Dr. Valerie G. Dzubur

FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER ASIA TRIP SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Anonymous
Shonta L. Archie
Laura Bergang
Dr. Janet Boller
Veronica Cardenas
Dr. Valerie G. Dzubur
Heather E. Gosliner
Teresa Gwin
Ashish Hada
Marjorie Hammer
Diane Hansen
Almita Heramia
Lt. Frank J. & Dr. Abby M. Heydman
Rebecca Hummel-Moore
Hanna Hyun
Katherine Lemmer
Seri Loo
Natalie L. Maes
Blanca Moran
Jessica Noyes
Michelle Richards
Susan Rhoads
Samuel Merritt University Student Government
Elizabeth C. Shober
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Shober
Gregory Sawder
Sirena Sun
Cassandra Taylor
Nisha Thapa
Monieka Thompson
Daniel & Kathleen Vaillancourt
David & LaRae Verhoek
Vivian Wong

FOUNDATION FOR EXCELLENCE IN PODIATRIC MEDICINE SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships given to students enrolled in the California School of Podiatric Medicine at Samuel Merritt University by the Foundation for Excellence in 2008. Individual donor records to these scholarship funds are held at the Foundation for Excellence.

Robert Barnes, DPM Scholarship
Heather Barton, JD Scholarship
Robert Brennan, DPM Scholarship

California School of Podiatric Medicine Alumni & Associates Scholarship
CCPM Class of 1972 Scholarship
Theodore Clarke, DPM Scholarship
Codingline Scholarship
John E. Green Scholarship
Jon Hultman, DPM/Franklin Kase, DPM Scholarship
Earl Kaplan, DPM Scholarship
Burgess Kelly, DPM Scholarship
Shirley Lanham Scholarship
Dr. Ben Mullens Scholarship Fund
Joseph Oloff, DPM Scholarship
John Pagliano Scholarship
Pro-Lab Scholarship
George Reiss, DPM Scholarship
Merton Root, DPM Scholarship
Robert L. Rutherford, DPM Scholarship
John Weed, DPM Scholarship
Ruth Wood, DPM Scholarship
Ben Zier, MD Scholarship

GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Carolyn Arnett Broeren ’57
Vallejo Bible College

GIFT-IN-KIND DONATIONS
Aetrex Worldwide, Inc.
Alta Bates Summit Medical Center
Amerx Health Care
Kevin Archibald
Tami Bechtle
Blanco Brothers
Patricia McKenzie Bramlage ’62
Brooks Sports, Inc.
Tom and Gena Caya
Dr. Craig M. Elliott, II
John Garten-Shuman
Dr. Michael Derosa
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Thomas Drese
Dr. Craig M. Elliott, II
Jill M. Emerson
Dr. Fred Feuchter
Mr. & Mrs. David Foulkes
Larry & Joan Fox
David L. Frey
Mike Frye
Adelina Gage-Kelly
John Garten-Shuman
Diane Hansen
Jay & Coreen Hartley ’88
Nancy Haugen
Dr. Kate Hayner
Karrie Henry-Cherry
Lt. Frank J. & Dr. Abby M. Heydman
Jamie S. Hirota
Dr. & Mrs. Cornelius L. Hopper
Dr. & Mrs. Teh-Wei Hu
Nancy N. Karp
Kristi Kindberg
Mr. & Mrs. Warren J. Kirk
Debra Rae Krieger ’82
Elaine M. Lemay

The J.M. Long Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Alvin McLean, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Morrison
Dr. Terrence M. Nordstrom
Mr. & Mrs. Albert E. Peters
Margrette Peterson
Dr. Rhonda Ramirez
Barbara Ryken
Mark K. Reynolds
Dr. Richard M. Rocco
Dr. Monica Rosenthal
Chris & Carla Ross
GORDON “SKIP” HUBER, JR. ENDOWED GERIATRIC NURSING SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Susan A. Sylvester
In memory of Beatrice DeSouza

CHARLES H. JOHNSON, DPM ’38 PODIATRIC MEDICINE
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
The FAPA Fraternal Foundation
In memory of Dr. Charles H. Johnson ’38

SARAH B. KEATING ENDOWED NURSING SCHOLARSHIP
Dr. Audrey Berman
In memory of Celia Abraham
In memory of Erika Madrid, DNSc
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Dr. Sarah B. Keating
Dr. Margaret Rivero-Early

SUSAN KUNICH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Jo Ann Carpaneto Bergesen ’69
In memory of Jan Daniel Feldman ’69

DR. WILLIAM & PHYLLIS LOWE ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Dr. & Mrs. William Lowe

TOM C. & ROSE LIM LUEY ’51 ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
May Lim Jang
In memory of Lyman Jang
Andrew Luery
In memory of Truong thi Tram
In memory of Hu’u Diem Tu’ng-Chi
In memory of Pham thi Tuong
Tom & Rose Lim Luey ’51
Chris & Carla Ross
In honor of Rose Lim Luey ’51

DR. HOWARD & PATRICIA MILLIKEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Dr. Howard E. Milliken
In memory of Patricia Blatt Milliken
Susan A. Sylvester

MELVIN A. & BETTY REED MOFFITT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Josephine D. Dowd
In memory of Leo Seghetti
Aileen L. Moffitt
In memory of Marie Hildebrandlofholm ’31
Betty Reed Moffitt ’44

PIERCE B. NELSON, DPM SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Helen R. Nelson Estate

YURI NISHIMURA, CRNA, MPA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Scott & Kelly Nishimura

NURSING EDUCATION ENDOWMENT FUND
Llagas Foundation

NURSING SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Marilyn Thompson Greunke Alford ’51
In memory of Paul Thorsen Tucker ’51
Marsha A. Anthony ’69
In memory of Mary Lou Laborde
Ron & Marcia Antipa
In memory of Marie Hildebrandlofholm ’31
Dolores Beanland ’52
In memory of Raymond Nausin
JoAnn Carpaneto Bergesen ’69
In memory of Jan Greenspan Feldman ’69
Pamela DuBois Bertranqole ’71
In memory of Lillian Champagne
Phyllis Bobba Berrett ’45
In memory of John Miller
Bernadette Bisio
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey
John & Nada Bockover
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey
David & Patricia Botta
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey
Michael & Nancy Boyle
In memory of Monica Savelli Duncan ’60
Wenonah Bakke Brichetto ’52
Sally Sears Burgess
Kathleen Dempsey Cargo ’64
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey
Chevron Humankind Matching Gift Program
Renee Clymer-Englehart
Carolyn Mettler Collins ’64
Bob & Betty Combs
In memory of Virginia Lee Bostick ’38

L to R: Mary Howard, Carolyn Nelson, Karen Kneisly Barry ‘70, and Carol Lucchesi Anderson ‘57 at the Alumni Holiday Diner.

Pat & Julie Constetable
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Melba Koepele Cooledge ‘52
(Emily) Jane Scott Coy ‘56
In memory of Dorothy Droby Tyler ’56

Renee Clymer-Englehart
The DeGoff Family
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Dennis & Susan Demartile
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Sue Denault
In memory of Elizabeth “Betty” Coffey Majors ’47

Eva DeTomasi
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Linda Taylor Dobson ’66
In memory of Sharon Zimmeth Parker ’66

Captain Dorothea Jean Dunn ’53

Paul & Barbara Dries
Patricia & Clint Events
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Carolyn Magill Harding ’47
In memory of Elizabeth “Betty” Coffey Majors ’47

Carol Wilcox Hatch ’53

Lt. Frank J. & Dr. Abby M. Heydman
In memory of Sharon Gracaj

In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Sam & Veronica Jimencz
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Martin & Maryann Courtney Johnson ’52
In memory of Mary Berggren

In memory of Raymond Nausin

Kathleen Corcoran Jones ’56
In memory of Carole Hoppman Dameron ’56

In memory of John Gist

In memory of Dorothy Droby Tyler ’56

Marjorie Kellner
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Diana Jordan
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Adele R. Kellman
In memory of Elizabeth “Betty” Coffey Majors ’47

Karen Kelly

Marilyn & Steve Kestler
In memory of Elizabeth “Betty” Coffey Majors ’47

Mary Jane Castleberry Knauss ’56
In memory of Dorothy Droby Tyler ’56

Eleanor L. Krause
In memory of Ruth Roth

In memory of “Spike” (a cherished dog)

Mr. & Mrs. Donald L. Lazzaretto
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Mary J. Colburn LeMieux ’60

Angelo & Virginia Luchini
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Lawrence & Myrna Leal
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Mary Jane Johnson Little ’44
In memory of Bonniefield Wolfe Payne ’45

Janice E. Machen ’62
In honor of Maxine Wadworth Catalano ’62

Catherine Walker Matthews ’66
In memory of Sharon Zimmeth Parker ’69

Kate McNichols McGlashan ’99

Charla L. Miller ’67
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Sheila Irvine Mobley ’56
In memory of Dorothy Droby Tyler ’56

Howard & Aileen Murphy
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Mary F. Murphy
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Donna Barnes Nelson ’67
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Paula H. Nisenso ’83

Irwin & Elizabeth Tyler North ’53
In memory of Thomas Shelton
In memory of John Meyn
In memory of Orlyn B. North
In memory of Dorothy Sanderson Tyler, RN

Karl K. Norwood ’92

Beverly A. Ochsner
In memory of Elizabeth “Betty” Coffey Majors ’47

Gloria Garrison Ohlson ’45

John & Patricia Olivero
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Alice Ponti
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

John & Joan Combs Orman ’67
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Wendy L. Quan
In memory of Monica Savelli Duncan ’60

Carolyn Cox Rasmussen ’56
In memory of “Mac” McBurney

Angela & Harold Reese
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Alene Herman Reeve ’71
In memory of Sandy Baker Yeast ’65

Don & Renata Rigley
In memory of Elizabeth “Betty” Coffey Majors ’47

Maxine Burr Reischmidt ’53

Janet Rowland
Dr. Robert K. Sandberg
(Emily) Jane Scott Coy ’56
In memory of Dorothy Droby Tyler ’56

Betty Bradley Sanderson ’48

Carol Darling Settlage ’68

Carol Park Smith ’50

M. Melba Kokila Garrett ’48

Karen Naylor Gill ’64
In memory of Sybil G. Naylor

Betty Grady
In memory of Elizabeth “Betty” Coffey Majors ’47

Don & Connie Hill
In memory of Marie Hildebrand Lofholm ’31

Martinez City Council & City Staff
In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey

Diane Hansen
In memory of Karen Wise


L to R: Mary Howard, Carolyn Nelson, Karen Kneisly Barry ‘70, and Carol Lucchesi Anderson ‘57 at the Alumni Holiday Diner.
Bill & Diane Thomas  
_In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey_  
Dennis & Barbara Arand Smith ’67  
_In memory of Frances Mae Dempsey_  
Elizabeth Valente-Pigato  
Anna Marie LaBrasch Webb ’51  
_In memory of Paula Thorson Tucker_  
Karen A. Wolf  
Susan Herche Wood ’62  
Clydie Spradling Wright ’56  
_In memory Dorothy Drobny Tyler ’56_  
Christine Zumbo ’08

**OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SCHOLARSHIP FUND**

Che Abram  
Donna Breger Stanton  
_In memory of Dr. Kate Hayner’s Father_  
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz  
Dr. Scot D. Foster  
Diane S. Fujito ’98  
Dr. Gordon M. Giles  
_Mia Lerner Posada ’01_  

**BERNARD OSHER SCHOLARSHIP FUND**

**The Bernard Osher Foundation**

**PHYSICAL THERAPY SCHOLARSHIP FUND**

Diane Allen  
Janis Sherer Ballard ’96  
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz  
Dr. Scot D. Foster  
Sharon L. Gorman  
_Tanya Grigg_  
Dr. Rolando T. Lazaro  
National Youth Leadership Forum  
_on Medicine_  
Dr. Terrence M. Nordstrom  
_Liz Slusarz_  

**PHYSICAL THERAPY STUDENT RESEARCH PROGRAM**

Alta Bates Summit Medical Center  
Eden Medical Center  
John Muir Health  
_Sutter VNA & Hospice_  

**PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT SCHOLARSHIP FUND**

Jean Cho ’05  
Dr. Michael DeRosa  
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz  
Dr. Scot D. Foster  
_Tanya Grigg_  
Lauri Paolinetti  
_Katherine A. Zemenick ’06_  
_Dr. Cheryl Zlotnick_  

**PICCHI MEMORIAL EDUCATION FUND**

Dr. Myles B. Abbott  
Dr. & Mrs. Eduardo Adame  
Dr. James Allison  
Robert L. Anderson  
Anonymous  
Helen C. Barber  
Mario Barsotti  
_Dr. George W. Bauer_  
_Dr. Audrey Berman_  
_Richard Betts_  
Mary Biagini  
Lucille Angeli Boero ’39  
_Dr. Carol Bresgart_  
Deborah L. Burman  
Ross & Lillian Cadenasso  
Barbara H. Cadwalader  
_Dr. Michael J. Cassidy_  
_Dr. & Mrs. Joseph W. Clift_  
_Betsy B. Connell_  
_Dick Connelli_  
_Carrie Coward_  
_Dr. James Cuthbertson_  
_Pam Davis_  
_Diana M. Dempsey_  
_Sue S. Denault_  
_Dr. Richard A. Deutsche_  
_Dr. Sharon C. Diaz_  
_Bruce C. Dodd_  
_Gudrun O. Dybdal_  
_Dr. & Mrs. Roger R. Ecker_  
_Dr. & Mrs. James F. Eggert_  
_Dr. Eugene Eisenberg_  
_Dr. & Mrs. Robert C. Feldman_  
_Dr. Thomas P. Forde_  
_Dr. Larry V. Franz_  
_Dr. Thomas Y. Fung_  
_Galloway, Lucchese, Everson & Picchi_  
_John Garten-Shuman_  
_Beverly J. Goggio_  
_Dr. Neil H. Gozan_  
_Dr. Jon M. Greif_  
_M. Carol Thompson Griffith ’51_  
_Dr. & Mrs. Jay B. Hann_  
_Diane Hansen_  
_Dr. John S. Hege_  
_LT. Frank J. & Dr. Abby M. Heydman_  

Dr. Franklyn C. Hill, Jr.  
_Meryl Himmelman_  
_Dr. & Mrs. Cornelius L. Hopper_  
_Shelley A. Horowitz_  
_Dr. & Mrs. John L. Immel_  
_William and Lorayne Keeling_  
_Mary S. Kimball_  
_Abigail King_  
_Heidi Krause_  
_Ronald L. Krause_  
_Joel Linzner_  
_Gerry C. Mack_  
_Nancy Magrim Marriner ’61_  
_Linda L. Matson_  
_Dr. Joseph B. Marzouk_  
_Bessanderson McNeil_  
_Dr. Howard E. Milliken_  
_Marion Adele Mills_  
_Donna Barnes Nelson ’67_  
_Melissa Nelson_  
_Katie Parrish_  
_Pamela J. Ostrom_  
_Leslie J. Paine_  
_Ada Lou Peterson_  
_Mrs. Carrell A. Peterson_  
_Dr. James F. Pfeifer_  
_Andrea E. Picchi_  

**PICCHI MEMORIAL EDUCATION FUND**

_Dr. Franklyn C. Hill, Jr._  
_Meryl Himmelman_  
_Dr. & Mrs. Cornelius L. Hopper_  
_Shelley A. Horwitz_  
_Dr. & Mrs. John L. Immel_  
_William and Lorayne Keeling_  
_Mary S. Kimball_  
_Abigail King_  
_Heidi Krause_  
_Ronald L. Krause_  
_Joel Linzner_  
_Gerry C. Mack_  
_Nancy Magrim Marriner ’61_  
_Linda L. Matson_  
_Dr. Joseph B. Marzouk_  
_Bessanderson McNeil_  
_Dr. Howard E. Milliken_  
_Marion Adele Mills_  
_Donna Barnes Nelson ’67_  
_Melissa Nelson_  
_Katie Parrish_  
_Pamela J. Ostrom_  
_Leslie J. Paine_  
_Ada Lou Peterson_  
_Mrs. Carrell A. Peterson_  
_Dr. James F. Pfeifer_  
_Andrea E. Picchi_
PODIATRIC MEDICINE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Envison Emi, LLC
Dr. Scot D. Foster
PICA Management Resources, Inc.
Sara Lee Corporation
Dr. Eric D. Stamps ’93

JAMES W. PORTER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Ernst & Young Foundation
Lakeside Foundation
In honor of James W. Porter

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE OF NURSING ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Anne Flink Andrews ’53
In memory of Vivian Claire Mitchell Catter ’52
In memory of Thelma Jeanne Mitchell
Diane Blue P’62
Lucille Angeli Boero P’39
In honor of Thelma Fracisco Soldavini’s P’39 90th Birthday
Sheila McNally Bolin P’59
Carol Jean Delvecchio Bolling P’55
Marian Jacqueline Hendriksen Carroll P’52
In memory of Mary Gomes Continentes P’52
In memory of Vivian Mitchell Catter P’52
In memory of Jeanne McDonald Mitchell P’52
Anita Caratti Gandolfo P’47
Alice Chew Gee P’54
Catherine Oberg Gedney P’48
Anita J. Haigh P’47
Donna Rucker Healy P’58
Jovine Fifer Hankins P’53
Rosemarie Hernandez P’57
In memory of Mary Lee Buckner P’57
Jamie S. Hirota
In memory of Kaoru Morita Ebara
Martin & Mary Ann Courtney Johnson ’52
In memory of Vivian Claire Mitchell Catter ’52
In memory of Thelma Jeanne Mitchell
Anna Castellani Martin P’59
Diane C. Merchant P’69
Patricia Murphy Ormsby P’64
In memory of Donna McNally Erwin P’63
Barbara Gunn Renz P’64
In memory of Donna McNally Erwin P’63
Mary Brusher Rion P’56
Katie M. Tom P’58
Margaret Stewart Welch P’44
Barbara Brazil Woods P’58

DR. H.M. “MAC” REYNOLDS, JR. SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dolores Beanland ’52
In memory of Marguerite Bellamy
In memory of Raymond Nausin

CHUCK ROVINSKI, CRNA MEMORIAL FUND
Bridge Design, Inc.
Shirley A. Jaeger

SECOND ANNUAL ROBERT L. RUTHERFORD, DPM MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
ANDA Press
Bianco Brothers Instruments
Brooks Sports, Inc.
Dr. Bruce M. Bulkin ’82
CSA Architects
Dr. Joel R. Clark ’71
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Drunken Fish Restaurant
Dr. Anthony J. Errico ’71
Dr. Carol A. Gilson
F. Michael Hefferman
Dr. William M. Jenkin ’70
Laurel’s Catering
Dr. Curtis Leviant ’83
Dr. Carolyn E. McCloon ’97
Dr. Robert Murray
Dr. Jason Neufeld ’08
Adams Nichols
Roman Paulus
PICA Management Resources, Inc.
Pro Lab Orthotics/USA
Quest Corporation
Patrick Qualtire
Dr. Jim Reed

Nursing students Bethany Flakes and Douglas Frey received scholarship awards at the SMU Alumni Holiday Dinner.

Adelina Gage-Kelly, Simulation Coordinator, instructs a middle school student who participated in the third annual “Youth in Medicine” event.

Dr. Bruce Richardson
Chris Robertson
Dr. Reed A. Rowan
Dr. Thomas Sgarlato ’63
Janice K. Stamos
Dr. Eric D. Stamps ’93
Dr. James S. Stavosky ’83
Dr. Steven I. Subotnick ’69
Susan A. Sylvester
John F. Tarpey
Dr. Douglas M. Taylor
Mark Trezia
Irma P. Walker-Adamé
Jan White

JERI E. RYAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Janice K. Stamos
In honor of Jeri E. Ryan

ACCELERATED BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING PROGRAM EXPANSION GRANT
The Kaiser Permanente Northern California Fund for Health Education through the East Bay Community Foundation

SAMUEL MERRITT COLLEGE STRIVING TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN NEW ORLEANS PROJECT
Dr. Suzanne August-Schwartz
Ann F. Chamberlin
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Dr. Scot D. Foster
R.B. & M.A. Hood
Dr. Terrence M. Nordstrom

Dr. Arlene A. Sargent
Samuel Merritt University Student Government

SCHOLARS IN SERVICE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Kira L. Allen
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Corine Harris
In honor of Dr. Scot D. Foster
Kathryne J. Henderson

PETER D. & JENNIE LIM SHIU MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
May Lim Jang
In memory of Lyman Jang
In memory of Peter and Jennie Lim Shiu
May Chew Lim
In memory of Harry Chinn
Tom & Rose Lim Luéy ’51
In memory of Paul Shiu
In memory of Peter and Jennie Lim Shiu
In memory of Thomas D. Shiu

JANE & MARSHALL STEEL, JR. ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Paul L. Davies, Jr.
In memory of Jane Steel
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Chris & Carla Ross

STUDENT BODY ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Diane Hansen
In memory of Steve Reynolds

STUDENT EMERGENCY LOAN FUND
Dr. Fusae K. Abbott
Tami Bechtle
Marion James Prine ’58

MARK A. SWIFT ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Audrey Berman
In memory of Celia Abraham
In honor of the Wedding of Lili Cook
In memory of Sharon Gracaj
In memory of Erick Madrid
In memory of Thomas Marchione
In memory of Sara Pettersson
In memory of Raymond Reilly
In memory of Jean M. Snyder
In honor of the Wedding of Jason White
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Mr. & Mrs. Charles L. Hair
In memory of Billye Bradley
In memory of Minnette Mathews
In memory of Mark A. Swift, Jr.

UNRESTRICTED FUND
Larry Brown
PG&E Corporation Campaign for the Community
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Scharf

TAVI M. VANOGLE ’88 ENDOWED NURSING SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz
Chris & Carla Ross
Frederick D. Van Ogle

DR. WILLIAM & DOOREN WONG PODIATRIC MEDICINE ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Dr. Sharon C. Diaz

If there are corrections, omissions or additions, please notify the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs at 510.869.8628.
BOARD OF REGENTS

Cornelius L. Hopper, MD, Chair
Marilyn M. Snider, MSN, RN, Vice Chair
Mary Brown
Sharon C. Diaz, PhD (hc), ex officio
Thomas G. Drese, MA
David Foulkes, CPA
Lawrence D. Fox, BA
David Frey, JD
Teh-wei Hu, PhD
Warren J. Kirk, MA, ex officio
Alvin McLean, Jr., PhD
Gary Morrison, Esq.
Albert E. Peters, CPA

ADMINISTRATION

Sharon C. Diaz, PhD (hc)
President and CEO
Scot Foster, PhD, CRNA, FAAN
Academic Vice President and Provost
Penny Bamford, PhD, RN
Assistant Academic Vice President
Greg Gingras, MSB, CMA, CFM
Vice President for Finance and Administration
Kenneth Boxton, MS
Assistant Vice President for Finance and Controller
John Garten-Shuman, MA
Vice President for Enrollment and Student Services
Craig Elliott II, PhD
Assistant Vice President for Enrollment and Student Services
Stephanie Bangert, MLS
Executive Director, Office of the President
Sue Sylvester, CFRE
Executive Director, Development and Alumni Affairs